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the game Colobot: Gold Edition [5]. In 2009, a study conducted
by Muratet et al.[6] about serious game for programming
remarked that the game Colobot was not free and there existed
some difficulties in building new exercises by teachers.
However, in 2014, its source code became open, and many
members of the community made it available, including new
game modes [5]. Therefore, the problems highlighted by
Muratet et al. in [6] were solved, and Colobot has improved as
an option to improve students‟ programming skills.
Colobot is a game that focuses on the colonization of
planets with the help of robots that the player can program to
perform various tasks, and for that, it is using a programming
language called CBOT, very similar to C++. It also allows its
users to create and to custom missions divided into chapters
and levels.
The main purpose of our work is to present the Curriculum
integration of the serious game Colobot Gold Edition with the
discipline of “Introduction to Programming Logic” for the level
of technician to be ministered at the Instituto Federal de
Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia do Tocantins (IFTO - Federal
Institute of Tocantins), campus Lagoa da Confusão, Brazil.
The secondary purpose is to report that we have translated the
game Colobot to Portuguese to be available in the next edition
[7], which is a requirement for its use in Brazilian classrooms.
For the organization of this paper, we chose the following
structure: Introduction, Material and Methods, Results and
Discussion, Conclusions. In the Material and Methods
section, we presented Colobot Gold Edition as the material
used in our work; the Interdisciplinary Research Project
Management (IRPM) as our research strategy method [8]; the
method for Curriculum integration that was based on the
experience of Shapi‟i and Ghulam in [9]; and we used the
Input-Process-Output model [10] for the development of
Missions in Colobot. Then we present the results and we
discuss them in Section III. Finally, we present our conclusion
in Section IV.

Abstract— Programming logic is a knowledge and skill that
find applications in daily lives, since nowadays most products,
processes and systems are intrinsically technological.
Therefore, it is reasonable to argue in favour of teaching it to all
students, especially high school students. An engaging medium
to accomplish that would be the use of a serious game to
facilitate the teaching of programming logic. It is desirable that
the learning process happens in a structured way respecting the
traditional approach to teaching programming logic, which
should avoid the resistance of instructors. If it is taken into
consideration that, the Curriculum Integration is a success
factor for educational games acceptance by teachers and its
subsequent adoption in class, then it provides the desired
structured way to teach programming logic with a serious game.
Hence, this work presents a Curriculum integration of the
serious game Colobot Gold Edition with the discipline of
„Introduction to Programming Logic‟ for the level of technician.
This is obtained through the combination of the
Interdisciplinary Research Project Management strategy with
the Input-Process-Output model, keeping focus on Curriculum
integration. The developed curriculum integrated missions
provide an alternative for educating all high school students in
programming logic with an engaging game, besides that a
translation to Portuguese of Colobot was produced allowing
Portuguese speaking students to use their native language to
learn programming logic in a “fun” way.
Index Terms—S erious games, programming logic, Colobot,
education.

I. INT RODUCT ION
Contreras and Siu in [1] verified the importance of tools that
facilitate the teaching of programming logic. They argued that
programming should be taught to students of all areas, since
most products and processes are currently technological in
nature, and students should not only know how to use
technology, but also how to create technology. Introductory
teaching of programming languages often encounters major
barriers to student learning, and engagement is one such
barrier [2]. A good alternative to solve this problem is the use
of games [3], and particularly, they have already been used
satisfactorily in teaching programming logic [4].
An example of a serious game for learning programming is

II. AT ERIAL AND M ET HODS
A. Material: the Serious Game Colobot
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A serious game is “an application with three components:
experience, entertainment, and multimedia” [11], where
through experience the player acquires knowledge, skills and
other contents; entertainment is the immersion factor; and
multimedia such as text, graphics, animations, and so on
provides learning opportunities.
The game Colobot is a serious game for learning
programming language in its conception. Colobot provides a
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programming environment, as in Fig. 1. It has a large and
accessible manual within that teaches basic concepts and
presents in details all available functions. Its main story
focuses on an astronaut looking for a habitable planet for
humanity and with the help of programmable robots.
Additionally, the game has several exercises to teach the
player to program and understand their mechanics.
It should be emphasized that we do not recommend the
exercises found in the game for introductory teaching of
programming logic, because they do not follow a gradual
increase of difficulty, nor do they contemplate all the bases of
an introductory curriculum. Consequently, players with no
programming experience may have some difficulties.

Portuguese, a requirement for Brazilian students, because they
do not have enough knowledge of other languages, not even
English. In order to soften this drawback, we decided to
translate Colobot to Portuguese, with the exception of the
programming language commands, since the use of English
commands will familiarize them with future programming
languages.

Fig. 3. T he application of IRPM to Curriculum integration of
„Introduction of Programming Logic‟.

Still in Planning phase, we have the game analysis for
designing new missions in Colobot with Curriculum
integration in mind. The translation of the game to Portuguese
is part of the Execution phase as much as the development of
missions in Colobot. Control phase is responsible for the
translation review and for mission‟s evaluation. In the Closing
phase, we attempt to publish our results.

Fig. 1. An example of the programming environment of Colobot .

B. Method: the Interdisciplinary Research Project
Management

C. Method: Curriculum Integration

The Interdisciplinary Research Project Management (IRPM)
[8] is a methodology for developing interdisciplinary research
based on project management [12] that intends to maximize
academic results as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Interdisciplinary Research Project Management .

We present the application of IRPM in our work in Fig. 3.
We begin by choosing the problem of “enhancing students‟
engagement in studying programming logic”, and we choose
two fields, “serious games” and “teaching programming logic”,
ending the Initiation phase of IRPM. Following that, we have
the Planning phase, where we start with analyzing the
curriculum of the discipline “Introduction of Programming
Logic” of the technician course of the advanced campus of
Lagoa da Confusão of IFTO, Brazil. Then we studied “s erious
games” and “teaching programming logic”, resulting in the
choice of Colobot (Gold Edition) as the serious game. Also at
this moment, we verified that Colobot did not have a version in
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Our approach to Curriculum integration is based on the
experience of Shapi‟i and Ghulam [9],who used as theoretical
foundation the work of Freitas in [13].Shapi‟i and Ghulam state
that a successful Curriculum integration connects curriculum
components in a meaningful way to students [9], and for that,
they provide three steps:
1) To design a course based on components of the
curriculum that may benefit from game-enhanced
approaches;
2) To generate an environment of flexible learning;
3) To start with topics that can be efficiently measured for
latter to expand them.
The teaching of programming logic revolves around the
creation of algorithms for problem solving, with the
incremental introduction of new concepts for the construction
of increasingly complex algorithms. Instructors use the
practice of code writing as the main medium to increase
learning rates. Colobot preserves this practice, which is a
desirable feature for instructor‟s engagement and familiarity.
Hence, in this case, the curriculum integration does not
change the teaching culture of instructors. Even the game
design provides the necessary flexibility for incremental
introduction of new concepts. That is, the culture of teaching
programming logic is completely preserved, while increases
students‟ engagement in the learning process.
D. Method: the Missions
An algorithm is an ordered list of actions to solve a problem
and may be described by the Input-Process-Output model, Fig.
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4, also known as IPO model [10]: Input - is the data obtained
from the keyboard, files or other form of data entry; Processing
- is the input processing in order to generate a result; Output is the result of processing, may be printed on the screen,
stored in a file or otherwise output.

three factors:
1) Localization;
2) Source code;
3) Syntax.
When writing software, the programmer can use resources
to make it multi-language, a process known as localization [14],
wich can be achieved by separating files for each language,
external or internal to the source code.

Fig. 4. IPO model.

Normally, in the introductory teaching of programming logic,
the input is captured from the keyboard so that the algorithm
can process this data and generate the output. In the Colobot
game there is no way for the robot to read data from the user's
keyboard, so in order to get an input process, information
exchange posts will be used, as in Fig. 5. Its purpose is to store
information and provide it to the robot when requested. All
developed missions use information requests from an
exchange post as „input‟, the logic developed by the student
as „process‟ and the actions performed by the robot as
„output‟ are presented in Table I.

Fig. 5. Process code to complete mission „Information gathering‟.

T ABLE I: CATEGORIES OF ACTIONS FOR ROBOTS IN THE GAME
COLOBOT
Action
Movement
Detection
T ransport
Fight
Construction
Communication

Objective
Go from one place to another
Detect nearby objects
Object transportation
Destroy objects or defend itself
Construct robots or buildings
Receive or send messages

Fig. 6. Mission „Information gathering‟.

Hence, the process of creating missions begins with the
choice of an item of the curriculum. After that, we define the
purpose for the mission that will consequently determine the
output, and then we define the inputs that will be provided and
the conditions of victory or failure. We describe this proces s
with a simple mission in Table II and in Fig. 5 we present the
process code, then in Fig. 6 we present a picture of the mission.

The source code is the code written by the programmers, ie
the software itself, it can be closed (restricted access) or open
(available to all). Commercial games are examples of closed
source software, while free games may have their code open.
The syntax refers to expressions used in translation for
formatting or structuring the text, usually they are expressions
in English that follow a pattern and should not be translated as
they would lose their effect.
Taking into account the localization and the source code,
Table III was created to demonstrate an analysis of the
"translatability" of a game, that is, the condition of a possible
translation.

T ABLE II: MISSION „I NFORMATION GATHERING ‟
Property
Mission name
Objective
Input

Process

Output
Victory condition
Fail condition

Details
Information gathering
T ake the robot to the correct waypoint
Rotation angle
Obtain the angle of rotation from the
information exchange post, rotate the robot
based on the obtained angle, move 15 meters
forward
T he robot moves toward the waypoint
T he robot is on top of the correct waypoint
T he robot is on top of an incorrect waypoint

T ABLE III: T RANSLATABILITY OF A GAME
Localization
Not
Not
Yes
Yes

Source code
Closed
Open
Closed
Open

T ranslation
Not possible
Very difficult
Possible
Easy

If the software does not implement any localization process
and its source code is closed, it is said that the translation is
not possible because there are no language files or access to
the code for modification.
The fact that the software does not use any localization
process indicates that it does not accept multiple languages,

E. Method: the Translation
A game is software and its production involves several
different areas, from story building, character design, art
development, sound creation and code programming. Thus, to
prepare the translation of software, one must keep in mind
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so the only way to translate would be to change the source
code and replace the original language with the target
language or implement a localization process. This would be
an arduous process, requiring great programming skills .
When the software implements some localization process,
one should investigate how this process was implemented.
Some software use external files, while others use internal files.
Internal files are inside the source code, so if the source code is
closed, there is no way to access these files. Typically closed
source software uses external files to enable translation
without source code access, while open source software uses
both approaches.
The game Colobot implements a localization process using
internal files and has open source code [15]. The first step in
translating was to get the source code for the game and the
documentation on the syntax used in the translation files that
the project team makes available on their site. Note that in this
case, a basic programming knowledge is required, since it is
necessary to change the source code following the syntax
obtained to perform the translation.
The Colobot translation involved the addition of
approximately 30,000 new lines to the project source code (see
Fig. 7), where at least 30% of these lines correspond to
sentences in Portuguese, with the rest of the lines
representing line breaks or identifiers. Fig. 8 represents a
translated sentence, where the first line contains the identifier
for the phrase, that is, the original message in English and the
second the translation.

Arrays
Functions

IV - Grouping
V - My instructions

5
4

The first chapter (I) deals with the introduction of the
programming language through the use of variables and
varied exercises that introduce the actions of a robot in order
to familiarize the student with the programming process. The
second chapter (II) adds to the decision making, the third
chapter (III) the concept of repetition, the fourth chapter (IV)
the ability to group information and the last chapter (V) to
create custom functions (see Table V).
T ABLE V: CURRICULUM I NTEGRATED MISSIONS OBJECTIVES
Chapter
I

Mission(s)
1, 2 and 3

I
I
I
I
I
II

4
5 and 6
7
8
9
1 and 2

II
II
II
III
III
III
III

3
4
5
1
2
3 and 4
5, 6 and 7

IV

1 and 2

IV

3 and 4

IV
V
V
V

5
1
2
3

Objective
Introduce the robot and mechanics of the
game, and the concept of process and output
Introduce the concept of input
Working with coordinates (Cartesian plane)
Use of radar, object detection
T o learn how to carry objects
T o learn how to fire, destruction of objects
Making decisions, working with cardinal
directions
Decisions with intercardinal directions
Decisions with multiple conditions
Chaining of decisions
T o learn how to repeat
T o work with infinite loops
T o work with loops and object detection
T o work with loops and destruction of
objects
T o learn how to work with arrays and object
detection
T o work with arrays and destruction of
objects
T o work with multiple-dimensional arrays
T o learn how to make functions
T o make functions of destruction of objects
T o make functions for work with cardinal
directions

Fig. 7. T he translation of Colobot Gold Edition to Portuguese.

The missions are available in a GitHub repository [7] (see
Fig. 9) so that anyone can download and use them in the game.
The secondary objective of this work was to provide a version
of Colobot in Portuguese; the translation of the game into
Brazilian Portuguese has been successfully completed, and
may be obtained from the official game repository [7]. Hence,
we provide the missions in English and Brazilian Portuguese,
the language of the game will define the language of the
missions.

Fig. 8. T ranslation example.

III. RESULT S AND DISCUSSION
The curriculum of the discipline was analyzed and divided
into five clusters of components that group similar topics.
Since Colobot allows the creation of hierarchy between
chapters and missions, each cluster is represented by a
chapter and each chapter has several specialized missions,
which are presented in Table IV.
T ABLE IV: CURRICULUM COMP ONENTS AND T HEIR CHAP TERS
Curriculum
components
Variables
Decision structures
Repetition structures

Chapters
I - First steps
II – Making decisions
III -T ime to repeat

Number of missions
9
5
7

Fig. 9. Repository of missions in GitHub.
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that may be used for a course of „Introduction to Programming
Logic‟, both in English and Portuguese, with the translation of
the game to Portuguese [5,7,15].We have accomplished that
with a Curriculum integration based on the experience of
Shapi‟i and Ghulam in [9], the IPO Model [10] and the
Interdisciplinary Research Project Management strategy [8].
We are convinced that the game Colobot shows great
potential for teaching programming logic based on an informal
assessment with students. The curricular integration made
from the creation of the missions opens a range of possibilities,
since it allows, in addition to classroom use, that other
instructors use them as a basis to produce their own missions.
For instance, these missions may be used as a basis for the
development of interdisciplinary missions such as presented
by Batista et al. in [16] (An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Teaching Geometry with Serious Game 3D Colobot), which
already used IRPM.
We suggest an analysis based on the study of Freitas and
Oliver [17] as future work, because we did not make a formal
analysis of the effectiveness of these missions for students'
engagement and learning. Our main objective was to provide a
guide for future mission development and to incentive others
to translate the game to other languages. Hence, we expect
that with the dissemination of this work, more people will join
the cause and contribute to the development of the game, or
see the possibilities of using this type of tool in the classroom,
and that, the developed curriculum integrated missions
provide an alternative for educating all high school students in
programming logic with an engaging game.

The missions were designed with an approach of
incremental difficulty, that is, complexity increased little by
little, in order to provide the time needed for the student to
adapt. In order to demonstrate the amount of work necessary
to design and develop the missions that are both in English
and Portuguese, we present the missions status in the GitHub
in Fig. 10. We have 4,010 code lines divided in 117 files. In
addition to that, in Fig. 11, we have the Colobot screen in
Portuguese of the missions.

Fig. 10. Missions repository status.
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